Abstract Understanding the semantics of objects and scenes using multi-modal RGB-D sensors serves many robotics applications. Key challenges for accurate RGB-D image recognition are the scarcity of training data, variations due to viewpoint changes and the heterogeneous nature of the data. We address these problems and propose a generic deep learning framework based on a pre-trained convolutional neural network (CNN), as a feature extractor for both the colour and depth channels. We propose a rich multi-scale feature representation, referred to as Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN), that is able to encode discriminative information from the convolutional tensors at different levels of detail. We also present a technique to fuse the proposed HP-CNN with the activations of fully connected neurons based on an Extreme Learning Machine classifier in a late fusion scheme which leads to a highly discriminative and compact representation. To further improve performance, we devise HP-CNN-T which is a view-invariant descriptor extracted from a Multi-view 3D Object Pose (M3DOP) model. M3DOP is learned from over 140,000 RGB-D images that are synthetically generated by rendering CAD models from 
Introduction
In realizing long-term mobile robot autonomy, semantic scene and object understanding capabilities are crucial and have gained considerable research attention in the past decade (Asif et al, 2015b; Bo et al, , 2012 Lai et al, 2011; Lowry et al, 2016; Schwarz et al, 2015; Zaki et al, 2016) . Generally, developing a highly accurate and robust recognition system involves training the robotic vision in an off-line mode where the robot is given a set of labelled training data and is then asked to predict the semantics of novel instances in a complex environment. Performing scene and object recognition can be very challenging due to a range of factors; drastic illumination and viewpoint changes, heavy clutter, occlusions and the problem of perceptual aliasing where two or more scenes may look extremely similar, forcing the robot to define subtle discriminative features for recognition (Angeli et al, 2008; Lowry et al, 2016) .
In developing a highly accurate and robust visual recognition system, certain design criteria and their contributing factors should be put into consideration. Firstly, the recognition system should acquire a good generalization capability for various domain types so that the robot can adapt to a novel environment which are significantly peculiar from the one that the robot has been trained on. To realize this criterion, the system must Click here to download Manuscript 2016_Hasan_HP-CNN_AutoRob.tex Click here to view linked References   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 1 be presented with a set of labelled training data containing all possible variations. Furthermore, the learned system should be robust to the effect of intra-and interclass variability that can be a challenging nuisance for recognition. Therefore, the feature representation must be descriptive of the visual elements being captured as well as discriminative to differentiate between two different elements that may appear very similar. Moreover, the recognition algorithm must be efficient to perform real-time decisions which is essential for robotics applications. The advent of low-cost multi-modality sensors such as RGB-D cameras has opened up a number of possibilities to fulfil these design considerations.
RGB based visual recognition algorithms have moved from hand-crafting features to learning features through deep neural networks. Particularly, convolutional neural networks (CNN) based methods have obtained unprecedented performance for RGB visual recognition (Krizhevsky et al, 2012) , where the success is mainly credited to the availability of computational resources and large-scale labelled training datasets with diverse variations (e.g. ImageNet (Deng et al, 2009 ). However, labelled training data for RGB-D recognition is currently limited and manual annotation of images captured by low-cost depth sensors such as Microsoft Kinect camera is time consuming and expensive. Additionally, unlike the RGB based recognition which could benefit from high resolution data, RGB-D sensors have low resolution, capture noisy data and contain multi-modal heterogeneous data which pose challenges for the learning algorithms.
To avoid these problems, recent works (Lai et al, 2011; Bo et al, , 2012 Socher et al, 2012; Cheng et al, 2014; Asif et al, 2015b; Liu et al, 2015b; Jhuo et al, 2014; Zaki et al, 2015) have resorted to shallow networks which are more tractable to train using limited amount of data. Deep neural networks require largescale annotated training data otherwise they tend to result in poor convergence and overfitting (Bengio et al, 2013) .
Recent development has shown that CNN models that were trained on a large-scale datasets can be effectively used as a generic feature extractor for a wide range of other applications (Krizhevsky et al, 2012; Chatfield et al, 2014; Razavian et al, 2014; Gupta et al, 2014; Azizpour et al, 2016) , even without re-training on the target tasks. The factors of transferability of the learned features in CNN can vary from the architecture of network and data distribution (Azizpour et al, 2016) but most techniques extracted the fully-connected layer activations before the classification layer as a feature representation, leaving the antecedent convolutional layers relatively unexplored. Although the former acquires high degree of semantically descriptive information, it does not preserve spatially relevant information of the input (Hariharan et al, 2015) . Therefore, they are less effective in capturing subtle details (He et al, 2015) . Expensive pre-processing steps such as data augmentation and segmentation (Chatfield et al, 2014; Razavian et al, 2014) are generally carried out as a complimentary factor for the recognition systems.
In this paper, we propose an effective recognition framework based on a deep CNN with a particular attention to address the above problems. Firstly, we formulate a technique for transferring knowledge of input from depth sensors to a model well-trained on a largescale RGB data which allows a seamless integration between these modalities. Next, we propose a global feature representation which utilizes the activations of all convolutional layers that is able to encode coarse-to-fine information of the modalities. We term our proposed representation as Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN) which is used in conjunction with the semanticallydescriptive features from the fully connected layer. The encoding of this representation is done by re-sampling the convolutional tensors into three pyramid levels. For each pyramid, multi-scale features are harvested by employing a spatial pyramid pooling method and the concatenation of the pooled features defines the representation for each pyramid. To average the behaviour of the features from these multi-scale pyramid, we then apply max pooling over these features to produce the final HP-CNN representation. Note that these encoding steps are done for all modalities. Finally, we propose a late feature fusion technique to combine the features of our HP-CNN and the fully connected layer from different modalities where we empirically show that it consistently increases the discriminative property and compactness of the feature representation. The overview of our HP-CNN encoding is depicted in Fig. 1 . This paper is a major extension of our previous work (Zaki et al, 2016) in a number of directions. Firstly, we perform extensive experiments on additional benchmark RGB-D visual scene/ place recognition datasets including NYU v1 Indoor Scene (Silberman and Fergus, 2011) and SUN RGB-D Scene besides the evaluation on object recognition datasets. Secondly, we propose a view-invariant version of HP-CNN, termed as HP-CNN-T which is extracted from a Multi-view 3D Object Pose (M3DOP) model. M3DOP is a deep network learned end-to-end using RGB-D images of 3D CAD models rendered from multiple viewpoints. Finally, the experimental results and analysis based on the extended work (see Section 6) have reinforced our hypothesis in the previous work (Zaki et al, 2016 ) that the proposed method acquires a high degree of efficacy and generalization capability as a result of The feature representation is extracted in a coarse-to-fine manner separately for each RGB, depth and point cloud image. This is done by resampling the convolutional feature maps into three pyramid levels A, B, and C and concatenate all feature maps at each pyramid level separately (refer text for detailed description). The symbol ⊕ denotes concatenation.
effective transfer learning and domain adaptation. In summary, our core contributions are as follow:
1. We present Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid descriptor (HP-CNN) as a discriminative feature representation that encodes spatially-descriptive information for RGB-D image recognition . 2. We propose an effective encoding technique for depth sensor inputs to allow knowledge transfer to a model that was well-trained on RGB camera inputs (Section 3.2). 3. We combine the features from our HP-CNN and the fully connected layer activations using a feature fusion method based on Extreme Learning Machines which not only reduces the dimensionality but also increases the discriminative properties of the features (Section 4). 4. We propose HP-CNN-T, a view-invariant descriptor extracted using Multi-view 3D Object Pose (M3DOP) model which is trained on a newly generated synthetic dataset (Section 5) to extract 2D and 3D features. We show that the proposed HP-CNN not only generalizes well for cross-modality purposes, but also across different sets of applications. We will make the M3DOP model publicly available.
Related Literature

RGB-D Visual Recognition
Channel-specific hand-crafted features are among the most prevalent methods used in prior works for colour and 3D visual recognition. Generally, a recognition system requires to densely compute descriptors such as SIFT (Lowe, 2004) and spin images (Lai et al, 2011) that describe rapidly changing elements in localized regions of the image. The encoding of the global representation is done using a Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) method which seeks to quantize the densely sampled features into pre-determined visual vocabularies. However, these methods require the knowledge of the input distribution beforehand, which is normally not available   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65   4 Hasan F. M. Zaki 1,3 , Faisal Shafait 2 and Ajmal Mian 1 in most real-time robotic applications (e.g. long-term navigation, object grasping). Recent works have proposed feature learning methods to mitigate the need to encode channel-specific features where the features of multiple heterogeneous modalities can be readily learned using the same algorithm. These include the previously proposed Convolutional K-Means (CKM) (Blum et al, 2012) , ConvolutionalRecursive Neural Networks (CNN-RNN) (Socher et al, 2012) , Hierarchical Matching Pursuit (HMP) (Bo et al, 2012) , deep Regularized Reconstruction Independent Component Analysis (R 2 ICA) (Jhuo et al, 2014) , Cascaded Random Forests (CaRFs) (Asif et al, 2015b) , Localized Deep ELM (LDELM) (Zaki et al, 2015) and Discriminative Feature Learning (Asif et al, 2015a) . However, these methods perform independent learning of the modality features and need to repeat the same process for each modality. Besides increasing the execution time, the methods do not address the input heterogeneity problem in designing the representation. Additionally, the models are trained from relatively limited training datasets which often leads to sub-optimal performance.
Deep Learning Based Visual Representation
Inspired by the remarkable performance of the new generation CNN for RGB visual recognition, many methods exploit the discriminative properties of the internal CNN layers for other cross-domain tasks. In a common scenario, a deep CNN with an abundance of non-linear computation units is trained from scratch on a largescale dataset and the feed-forward activations at a certain layer are extracted as a feature representations for another dataset (Chatfield et al, 2014; Razavian et al, 2014; Azizpour et al, 2016; He et al, 2015; Zeiler and Fergus, 2014) . In most of these recognition tasks, the activations of the fully connected layers are used as the feature representation. This approach has shown promising performance when transferred to a vast array of target recognition tasks. However, recent works have demonstrated that the earlier convolutional layers in CNN also contain a degree of semantically meaningful features. Moreover, in contrast to the fully connected layers, the activations in the convolutional layers preserve the spatial locations of the input pixels. Therefore, these layers can be used to extract multi-scale features (Liu et al, 2015a; Yang and Ramanan, 2015 ) and more precise localizations of the elements of a scene in the whole image (Hariharan et al, 2015) . For example, Hariharan (2015) concatenated several consecutive convolutional layers and extracted activations in local windows as a fine-grained pixel representation. Liu (2015) extracted sub-arrays of a convolutional layer at the regions detected by the previous convolutional layers in a guided cross-layer pooling technique. In this paper, instead of using convolutional layers activations as local features, we devise a technique to encode a global representation of the input based on all convolutional layers as a unified feature tensor which leads to a compact yet powerful representation for RGB-D recognition tasks.
It is worth mentioning that the aforementioned methods performed the knowledge transfer of CNN model to different applications but still operated in the same modality space. Knowledge transfer across modalities (e.g. RGB to depth) is much more challenging as there exist an ambiguity of the relationship between heterogeneous modalities that represent different type of information (i.e. RGB pixels represents the colour while depth represents the distance from the sensor). Recent works have obtained encouraging results for crossmodality recognition by augmenting the target modality (i.e. depth) to be in a close resemblance to the source modality (i.e. RGB) (Gupta et al, 2014; Schwarz et al, 2015) . We devise two approaches to address this problem. Firstly, we propose the encoding of the depth maps and the point cloud so that they closely resemble the typical input of a pre-trained CNN model. Secondly, we learn deep models end-to-end specifically for RGB-D recognition tasks. Since RGB-D training data are expensive to acquire, we propose to learn these models using synthetic training data which are generated by rendering 3D models from multiple viewpoints. By doing so, we show that the recognition performance can significantly improve for real RGB-D data.
Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid
Objects and scenes captured in the real-world environment typically lie on non-linear manifolds, especially when dealing with various viewpoint changes and occlusion. However, most existing methods (Bo et al, 2012; Socher et al, 2012; Blum et al, 2012) for RGB-D image recognition extract features based on linear based encoding. Moreover, these methods need to be heavily tuned on specific datasets and applications. Inevitably, this will lead to huge computational burden as the model learning process repeats for each dataset and thus not scalable for new incoming data which is crucial for realtime robotics application. To overcome these drawbacks, we employ a deep CNN model, VGG-f (Chatfield et al, 2014) which has been pre-trained and optimized on a large-scale image dataset, ImageNet (Krizhevsky et al, 2012) for feature extraction on all datasets. 
Feature Extraction and Encoding
Let us assume a CNN model which consists of consecutive modules of convolutional layer L(k, f, s, p), maxpooling M P (k, s), Local Contrast Normalization LCN , fully connected layers F C(n) and rectified linear unit (ReLU) RL, where k × k is the receptive field size, f is the number of filters, s denotes the stride of the convolution and p indicates the spatial padding. The architecture of the model is given by: L(11, 64, 4, 0)
Many methods (Razavian et al, 2014; Gupta et al, 2014; Schwarz et al, 2015) only consider the fully connected CNN layers as features. While these layers contain rich semantic information, they do not preserve the localized image information and ignore the convolutional layers. On the other hand, the convolutional layers carry locally-activated features (Hariharan et al, 2015; Liu et al, 2015a) . We formulate an effective framework that extracts features from all convolutional layers hence preserving the spatiallyrelevant information in the feature representation. These features are then used alongside the holistic fully connected layer features to obtain a global and local visual representation.
Note that we perform the same feature extraction procedure for all modalities (RGB and Depth). In this section, we present the formulation of our proposed HP-CNN for only one modality (e.g. RGB). Therefore, we drop the modality-specific notation from our description. The feature maps activation can be visualized as an i × j × n convolutional tensor for each convolutional layer
Each convolutional node can be expressed mathematically as
where b is a bias term and σ(.) denotes the non-linear function ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit). The three-dimensional w-by-h-by-c learned filter kernels are indicated by k such that it convolves the c feature maps at previous layer (l − 1) to produce n feature maps with dimension i-by-j at the current layer l. The number of feature maps (i.e. the convolutional layer depth) in each convolutional layer is n (l) = {64, 256, 256, 256, 256} giving N = 1088 feature maps as shown in Fig. 1 .
We convert the feature maps into the HP-CNN representation so that it encodes multi-scale information. To do this, each convolutional feature map is first subsampled using bilinear interpolation into three pyramid levels by sub-sampling the spatial dimension (i, j) of each feature map in all convolutional layers into p
(1) = m × m, p (2) = 2m × 2m and p (3) = 0.5m × 0.5m respectively. The sub-sampling captures distinctive features of the convolutional layers at multiple scales (Lowe, 2004) . The sub-samples are then concatenated along the depth dimension at each pyramid level to produce a pyramid of Hypercube descriptors (see Fig. 1 for illustration). The Hypercube at each pyramid level P is given by
with
This operation produces three different size Hypercubes. To enhance the discriminative properties of the descriptors and reduce the Hypercube dimensionality spatial pyramid max pooling (SPM) (Bo et al, 2012) is performed. The Hypercube at each pyramid level is divided into two SPM levels. The complete Hypercube is used as one cell for SPM level one, whereas each Hypercube is partitioned into four cells of equal size for the second SPM level. The pooled feature vectors for each cell are then calculated through componentwise maximum over all feature maps within that cell. Note that the features extracted from each cell has dimension equal to the depth (N ) of the respective Hypercube. Thus, five equal-dimensional feature vectors are generated and concatenated to create a single vector per pyramid level. Finally, max pooling is done to combine the feature vectors of the three pyramid levels and produce a compact discriminative representation F hc ∈ R 5N of the pyramidal Hypercube.
Depth Map and Point Cloud Encoding
RGB-D sensors capture two channels with complementary and incongruous information. The objective of depth encoding is to render the depth information as RGB in a domain adaptive manner allowing knowledge transfer using the pre-trained CNN model. We use the depth image and point cloud representation together to embed richer depth information and render two independent RGB images. Starting from a single depth map channel d(u), where u = (x, y) and d denotes pixel-wise depth value at the x-y location, we calculate the vertical and horizontal derivatives
where K y and K x are the vertical and horizontal Prewitt kernels respectively, and * is a 2D convolution operator. Next, we compute the gradient magnitude and 
A three-channel depth map is constructed by combining the original depth map with the gradient magnitude and direction as
The motivation of this technique is to encode the shape of the object with gradient direction and sharp edges and boundaries through gradient magnitude. Figure 2a shows the result of this encoding. We can see that the combined channels capture richer shape information. For point cloud
. . , P encoding, we first project it onto a canonical view 1 and then apply a gray colour map along the depth axis. This is followed by a colour transfer algorithm (Welsh et al, 2002 ) which is applied with the corresponding colour image to approximate the RGB values at each pixel. This technique transfers the chromatic information from the source image (RGB) to the target image (gray-scale) by matching their luminance and texture. The main advantage of this technique over existing encoding methods (Schwarz et al, 2015; Gupta et al, 2014) is that the colourization scheme is closely guided by the RGB images and is fully automatic. Figure 2b shows the effect of this technique. We can see that the resulting image closely resembles the corresponding RGB channel with the additional depth and shape information.
Feature Fusion and Inference with Extreme Learning Machines
Existing methods that use CNN based features either directly use the feature vectors (Schwarz et al, 2015; Razavian et al, 2014) or use simple concatenation of feature vectors from convolution layers and fully connected neurons, F f c (Hariharan et al, 2015; Liu et al, 2015a) as input to the classifiers (e.g. Support Vector Machines). Such methods are straight-forward in implementation however, simple concatenation results in long feature vectors which increase the computational complexity of classification, especially when used with powerful classifiers with non-linear kernels (Huang et al, 2006) . Moreover, since these features encode different modalities, the classifiers may need to make difficult decisions to weigh the relative importance of the features.
For robotic applications, the input to classifiers must be compact without sacrificing the discriminative properties of the features. We achieve this by employing the Extreme Learning Machine classifier (Huang et al, 2006 (Huang et al, , 2012 and use ELM not only for multi-class object classification, but also as the feature fusion engine that combines the HP-CNN features F hc with the fully connected layer F f c . We use early and late fusion strategies to identify the most accurate classification scheme. Let F c = {f
. . , N represent the input feature vectors to the classifier, where N is the number of RGB-D images with labels t. In early fusion, F c is the concatenation of F hc and F f c (i.e. F c = [F hc , F f c ]). ELM maps the feature vectors to the hidden layer to output h = σ(
H×D and b in are the piecewise sigmoid activation, randomized orthogonal input weight matrix and the bias vector, respectively. The hidden variables are then mapped to the target labels, parametrized by the output weight W o and bias b o giving the output variables y = σ(
The only parameter to be tuned is β which is achieved by optimizing a convex objective function of ELM that simultaneously minimizes the norm of the output weight and the loss between the actual output and the target labels as 
, using an orthogonal projection method with the condition that h T h is non-singular (if H > N ) or hh T is non-singular (if H < N ) (Huang et al, 2012) . Here, I is an identity matrix. The coefficient λ is used for regularization and is chosen with cross validation such that it enhances the generalization of the ELM by acting as a solution stabilizer against overfitting (Huang et al, 2012) . In late fusion, we give F hc and F f c independently as inputs to the ELM classifiers and optimize Eq. 5. The ELM outputs are the vectors of class probabilities, y hc and y f c , for the HP-CNN and fully connected layer respectively. These vectores are concatenated (i.e. F c = [y hc , y f c ]) and used as input to another ELM that performs the final classification. This approach has the advantages that the feature dimension is reduced to only double the number of classes before the final classification and the learning/inference time of ELM is substantially reduced. Figure 3 illustrates the proposed late fusion method.
Multi-view 3D Object Pose Model
To further highlight the importance of transfer learning and domain adaptation in RGB-D image recognition, we propose a Multi-view 3D Object Pose (M3DOP) model to specifically fine-tune the CNN model of VGGf (Chatfield et al, 2014) to the target datasets. However as mentioned earlier, the training data for depth images are deficient in terms of number of samples while manually acquiring and annotating the data are expensive. Additionally, RGB-D cameras only provide low resolution depth images, which are represented by 2.5D data and hence need to be carefully post-processed to remove the noise. To surmount this obstacle, we employ 3D CAD models which are freely available on the Internet to render and generate synthetic RGB and depth images. These synthetic images are then used for finetuning the pre-trained RGB model for both the depth and colour channels. We intend to make the M3DOP model and rendered RGB-D dataset publicly available for the benefit of the research community.
Rendering Synthetic Multi-view Depth Images
To this end, we use the newly introduced dataset of ModelNet40 which consists of 3,983 full 3D polygonal meshes organized into 40 categories. The training and validation split of datasets follows the procedure of Wu et al. with balanced distribution among mesh categories i.e. for each category, 80 meshes are used for training and 20 meshes for validation. In the case of insufficient number of meshes such as in the category bowl and cup, then 20 meshes are selected for validation while the rest are used for training. The object meshes are rendered under a perspective projection. The reflection model of Phong (Phong, 1975 ) is used and a random colour palette is applied to generate the RGB images while the depth values are determined by taking the distance from the facets of polygon meshes to the virtual cameras. Shapes of the objects are fit into the viewing volume by uniform scaling. It is worth noting that the objects contained in this dataset have significantly different distribution to those in the evaluation datasets in Sec. 6. However, as we will demonstrate experimentally, the model generalizes well to different datasets and applications.
To generate multi-view RGB-D images, we place several virtual cameras on a globe enclosing the object of interest (see Fig. 4 ). With the assumption that the object is always in an upright orientation along z-axis, we employ virtual cameras at three different elevation angles off the x-axis (30
• , 0
• and −30 • ). The setting of the camera positions is chosen to emulate the vision of the robot where the robot needs to deal with different viewpoints of the objects in real world scenes. Moreover, multi-view representation of the polygon meshes enables us to learn a view-invariant model. Note that the same flexibility of rendering dynamically from negative elevation angle is limited in manual data acquisition (such as in the work of Lai et al. (Lai et al, 2011) 1 2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 Fig. 4 : Illustration of the synthetic data generation for the learning of multi-view 3D object pose model. Each point on the sphere corresponds to the virtual cameras placement looking towards the centre of the 3D CAD object mesh. The cameras that lie on the same horizontal ellipsoid are the multi-view cameras with the same elevation angle.
and Browatzki et al. (Browatzki et al, 2011) ), whereas the viewpoints can be arbitrary using our method. Then, we place the cameras along the ellipsoid at every 30
• step size, making it a total of 36 views per object mesh (12 views per elevation angle). Besides providing full 3D representation of an object, this rendering technique has also important benefits over manually gathered 3D datasets using RGB-D cameras (Lai et al, 2011; Browatzki et al, 2011; Silberman and Fergus, 2011; Song et al, 2015) in terms of arbitrary viewpoint capturing, efficiency and comes at absolutely zero operational cost. Moreover, it is becoming increasingly intricate to capture multi-view RGB-D images of huge and enormous items such as desks, bookshelves and wardrobe using low-cost Kinect camera. The final dataset consists of 3, 983 × 36 = 143, 388 RGB-D images in total. Samples of the 3D meshes with corresponding rendered depth images are given in Fig. 5 .
Model Architecture and Learning
The learning process of the M3DOP model is performed by initializing the network using the VGG-f model and fine-tuning on the rendered RGB and depth images. Note that fine-tuning is done separately for RGB and depth images. We use the same encoding technique of depth images before feeding those images as input to our model as detailed in Section 3.2. Specifically, the network architecture follows the architecture of VGGf with the exception of the last fully connected layer where we replace the layer with a new randomly initialized vector of dimension N , where N corresponds the number of categories to be classified. In order to prevent overfitting on the deep network, we also add a dropout layer (Srivastava et al, 2014) between fully connected layers (first fully connected, penultimate, and the final layer).
For the learning, a softmax regressor is added at the end of the network which is given by:
where θ D = {W D , b D } are the parameters of the CNN and L (.) denotes the conditional log-likelihood softmax loss function. During learning, standard stochastic gradient descent with backpropagation is used to optimize the objective function and update the model's parameters. We set relatively small learning rates of 0.00001 and 0.0001 for global and final fully connected layer respectively. The momentum is set to 0.9 and the weight decay is 0.0005 as suggested by Chatfield et al. (Chatfield et al, 2014) . We train the entire network for 67 and 31 epochs to learn the CNN models of depth and RGB images respectively. We let the algorithm run until the validation curve converges and stop the learning process when the curve stabilizes. The efficiency of the learning process is ensured by running the algorithm on a Tesla K40c graphics card. Each epoch takes approximately 30 minutes to complete. The training data are augmented using horizontal mirroring with 0.5 probability and normalized using the mean image of training data in ImageNet dataset (Deng et al, 2009 ).
Experimental Setup and Datasets
We extensively evaluated the proposed methods on benchmark RGB-D object recognition datasets including the Washington RGB-D (WRGB-D) (Lai et al, 2011) and 2D3D (Browatzki et al, 2011) datasets. We also evaluated the proposed methods for cross domain adaptation by performing experiments on two challenging visual scene recognition datasets including SUN RGB-D Scene Dataset and NYU v1 Indoor Scene Dataset (Silberman and Fergus, 2011) . The implementation of the proposed algorithm based on the pre-trained CNN model (Sec. 3) was performed using the MatConvNet solver (Vedaldi and Lenc, 2014; Vedaldi and Fulkerson, 2010) . As a baseline representation, we extract the channel-specific first fully connected neurons (fc 6 ) and concatenate the vectors as a final RGB-D representation prior categorization using 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 ELM classifiers. Note that we only use the point cloud for object recognition as the canonical view of the point cloud generated from the depth images in scene recognition datasets is ill-defined. However, without any point cloud data, the proposed algorithm outperforms existing methods with a significant improvement as we will experimentally show in the next section.
The parameters of the ELM classifier including the number of hidden neurons H and regularization coefficient λ were determined by using grid search technique and cross-validated on the training set. Next, we will briefly describe the datasets with corresponding experimental protocols used for evaluation.
WRGB-D dataset contains RGB-D images of 300 household objects organized into 51 categories. Each image was captured using an ASUS Xtion Pro Live camera on a revolving turntable from three elevation angles (30
• , 45
• and 60 • ). We conducted two experiments following the experimental protocol of Lai et al. (Lai et al, 2011) , namely object category recognition and object instance recognition. In category recognition, a "leave-one-instance-out" procedure is adopted and the accuracy is averaged over ten trials. We use the same training-testing splits and the cropped images as suggested by Lai et al. (Lai et al, 2011) 2 to ensure a fair comparison with other methods. For instance recognition, the images of objects captured at 45
• were used as testing while remaining are used for training.
2D3D Object Dataset has relatively fewer images.
It has 163 objects organized into 18 categories. The dataset consists of highly textured common objects such as drink cartons and computer monitors. We use the experimental protocol defined by Browatzki et al. (Browatzki et al, 2011) for this dataset to ensure a fair comparison with existing state-of-the-art methods. The protocol requires the fork, knife and spoon classes to be combined into one class of silverware and the phone and perforator classes to be excluded due to their small sample numbers. This brings the final number of classes to 14 with 156 object instances for category recognition. For evaluation, six instances per class are randomly chosen for training and the remaining instances are used (Silberman and Fergus, 2011 ) is used. In particular, we exclude the class cafe for its low number of samples and split the datasets into disjoint training/ testing sets of equal size. Care has been taken to ensure that the frames captured from the same scene appear either in the training, or in the test set. In this paper, we do not use the ground-truth segmentation labels provided with the dataset and rely only on the categorical label of each scene frame for evaluation.
Model Ablation Analysis
We analyse the contribution of individual modules of the proposed method towards recognition accuracy to find the best-performing representation. We compare the accuracy with the baseline of our model which is the first fully connected neurons (fc 6 ∈ R 4096 ) after the nonlinear transformation by rectified linear units (ReLU). This representation has shown to encode highly discriminative features from a CNN model (Chatfield et al, 2014; Razavian et al, 2014) . Next, we compare the accuracy of the proposed Convolutional Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN) with fc 6 and the fusion techniques used to combine both features, denoted by simple concatenation (early fusion) and late fusion as discussed in Sec. 4. For multi-channel recognition task, we take the concatenation of the individual channel features as feature representation without performing any expensive dimensionality reduction method such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA). In addition, the same set of experiments is conducted using the features extracted from the Multi-view 3D Object Pose (M3DOP) model as discussed in Sec. 5. 
Effects of Augmenting Depth Images with Point Cloud Images
Firstly, let us examine the effects and contributions of augmenting depth images and point cloud images as detailed in Section 3.2 towards categorization accuracy. We simply augment the final late fusion features extracted from both depth and point cloud images by concatenating them as a long vector prior classification. Table 1 tabulates the performance of object category recognition on WRGB-D and 2D3D dataset. Evidently, the accuracy consistently increases across these datasets when these features are combined together. In WRGB-D, using HP-CNN representation with the late fusion scheme, the accuracy of using only the depth images or point clouds was 79.5% and 70.3% respectively. However, when both channels were fused together, the accuracy increases to 85% as depicted in Table 1 . Similarly, this augmentation step accounts to approximately 2.6% accuracy increment in 2D3D dataset. This indicates that depth images and point clouds contain complementary information and augment each other to provide richer 3D information resulting in improved recognition performance.
Tuning Optimal ELM Parameters
In this section, we discuss the tuning of ELM classifier's parameters to produce optimal performance for categorization. Particularly, we would want to examine the effects of different settings of hyper-parameters including the number of hidden neurons, H and regularization coefficient, λ towards classification accuracy of fully connected layer activations, hypercube, and late fusion representation. Figure 6 shows the accuracy recorded for   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 each point in a grid search scheme for RGB scene categorization task in SUN RGB-D dataset. The procedure of our parameter tuning proceeds as follows. Firstly, we run a grid search to find an optimal combination of H and λ for fully connected layer activation. Next, the same procedure is conducted for hypercube representation. Using these hyper-parameters, we then run a grid search to find an optimal H and λ for the late fusion representation. As shown in Figure 6 , for all feature representation, the accuracy peaks at overcomplete representation i.e. number of hidden neurons is larger than the number of input neurons. This larger number of features gives the classifier many nonlinear projections of the input data. Hence, in contrast to simple linear projections which have limited representational power, non-linear projections can make data closer to linearly separable and therefore easier to classify (Coates et al, 2011) . As for the regularization coefficient λ, we find that the accuracy peaks at values of 1e2 and 1e3 for fully connected layer activations and hypercube, respectively. Again, λ is an important element in ELM for high generalization capability and avoiding overfitting (Huang et al, 2012) .
RGB-D Object Recognition
As shown in Table 2 (2D3D column, rows without the highlighter) and Table 3 , the combination of our HP-CNN and the fully connected layer activations (fc 6 ) with the late fusion technique consistently outperforms the other three alternative modules by a significant margin for all evaluation datasets. This is mainly credited to the fusion technique which uses the class probability distributions obtained from different feature representations as the new feature vectors for classification. The testing time for late fusion features is only 6.3 × 10 −5 seconds for one image using MATLAB on a 64-bit, 2.5 GHz machine. The accuracies of fc 6 and HP-CNN are comparable for all tasks, which depicts that the earlier convolutional layers activations also contain strong semantic cues, which can be used as a powerful representation for recognition tasks given an appropriate encoding scheme. The results also show that conventional fusion schemes using simple concatenation (early fusion) are less effective for combining the features originating from different sources. This is probably because of the difficulty faced by the classifier in suitably weighing the inputs that carry different sets of information.
For category recognition task in 2D3D dataset, note that the HP-CNN consistently outperforms fc 6 for RGB, depth and combined channels. In a deep network like CNN, it has been shown that earlier layers capture the low-level visual features such as oriented edges, lines and textures while more abstraction is modelled going deeper into the network (Zeiler and Fergus, 2014; Bengio et al, 2013 Bengio et al, , 2007 Coates et al, 2011) . As this dataset contains various highly textured objects, earlier convolutional layer activation encoded using HP-CNN is more representative than the fc 6 features. Therefore, we conjecture that any visual recognition task involving subtle inter-class discrimination should consider encoding earlier layers' activations of the deep network in the representation.
For instance recognition in WRGB-D dataset, we observe an interesting pattern in the classification accuracy where the performance severely drops when the HP-CNN representation is combined with the fc 6 using early fusion for depth-only and RGB-D recognition tasks. This trend shows that while the early fusion representation is powerful for categorical classification, it is less effective for more fine-grained tasks such as instance recognition. Nevertheless, the accuracy increases when the late fusion scheme is used to combine the features, showing that the two representations contain complementary information .   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63 and NYU v1 Indoor Scene Dataset (Silberman and Fergus, 2011) of the baseline method (fc 6 ), the proposed Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN), and the HP-CNN extracted from the Multi-view 3D Object Pose (M3DOP) model (HP-CNN-T) with various fusion methods. Table 3 : Model ablation results in terms of classification accuracy (in %) of the proposed method for object and instance recognition in Washington RGB-D Dataset (Lai et al, 2011) (the reported accuracy is the average accuracy over ten splits). 
RGB-D Scene Recognition
The results of model ablation on the RGB-D scene recognition task are tabulated in Table 2 (SUN RGB-D and NYU v1 columns, rows without the highlighter).
Remarkably, the same classification accuracy pattern is observed in this task as in the object recognition, although the datasets have significantly different distributions from the ImageNet (Deng et al, 2009 ) where the CNN model was trained on. Therefore, the transfer learning of a well-trained CNN model across applications, which is now commonplace in RGB based image recognition (Razavian et al, 2014) , is also feasible in the context of 3D image recognition.
The simple concatenation of the HP-CNN features and fc 6 consistently gives slight degradation of performance in most channel-specific tasks. Besides the problem of curse of dimensionality which is a major source of overfitting (Yang et al, 2009; Yang and Ramanan, 2015) , both features represent different sets of information in the context of scene recognition. For example, the globally designed fc 6 feature is more representative of scenes with a high degree of spatial envelope (Torralba et al, 2003) , while less discriminative for scenes with object clutter and distributed scene elements (Yang and Ramanan, 2015) which can be more appropriately captured by the lower layers of CNN. Nonetheless, our proposal of projecting the features onto a supervised space in the late fusion scheme mitigates this problem which is reflected by the improved classification accuracy on all subtasks. Adaptation using the proposed   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 Multi-view 3D Object Pose Model (M3DOP)
Effect of Domain
In this section, we compare the performance of features extracted from the CNN model that is fine-tuned using the technique discussed in Sec. 5 and the features extracted from the pre-trained CNN using the same experimental setup. The model for depth images is trained on the rendered depth images from ModelNet40 while we include the training images from 2D3D, SUN RGB-D and NYU v1 datasets to aid the learning of the model for RGB images. This results in the dimension of final fully connected layer of N = 40 and N = 40 + 14 + 6 + 19 = 79 for depth and RGB model, respectively.
As depicted in Table 2 (rows with the highlighter), the performance of fc 6 significantly boosts for the majority of tasks as a result of fine-tuning. However, we observe that there is little performance gain for HP-CNN after fine-tuning in the scene recognition datasets. In some cases, the early fusion representation degrades after the fine-tuning process. This result can be explained by referring to the learning rates used during learning the model. As the learning rate is relatively small for convolutional layers compared to the fully connected layers, the evolution of the model occurs very slowly and requires a lot of training epochs to converge. On the other hand, using a small global learning rate is crucial in our recognition task to avoid overshooting the gradient-based optimization process (Bengio, 2009; Hinton et al, 2006; Hinton, 2012) as the distribution of the target dataset is significantly contrary to the dataset the model was initialized with.
For all cases and datasets, projecting the features onto a supervised space before classification using late fusion scheme consistently gives highest performance compared to other modules. Comparing the two late fusion representations (the last two rows), it is clear that fine-tuning incredibly helps the recognition tasks. Interestingly, the significant performance gains are recorded for the depth-only recognition in scene datasets (21.1 % → 26.4 % for SUN RGB-D and 52.1 % → 62.7 % for NYU v1). Since there is no training data used from these datasets for learning the M3DOP model for depth images, the results open up possibilities of domain adaptation and transfer learning not only across modalities, but also across different applications.
It is worthy to note that using M3DOP model to extract the features and perform classification task improves the recognition accuracy for all testing datasets, except for WRGB-D dataset. The main reason is that the number of categories in ModelNet is relatively lower than WRGB-D dataset (40 versus 51). While a model learned from a dataset with larger number of categories can generalize to other datasets with fewer categories, the inverse is not true (Azizpour et al, 2016) . Increasing the number of categories for model learning might improve the accuracy. However, we leave this for further investigation in the future.
Comparative Analysis Against
State-of-the-art Methods
Results on Washington RGB-D Object Dataset
To compare the accuracy of our algorithm with the state-of-the-art methods, we benchmark HP-CNN against ten related algorithms including EMK-SIFT (Lai et al, 2011) , Depth Kernel , CNN-RNN (Socher et al, 2012) , CKM (Blum et al, 2012) , HMP (Bo et al, 2012) , semi-supervised learning (SSL) (Cheng et al, 2014) , subset-based deep learning (subset-RNN) (Bai et al, 2015) , CNN-colourized (Schwarz et al, 2015) , CaRFs (Asif et al, 2015b) and LDELM (Zaki et al, 2015) . The results are included in Table 4 . All results in this section are taken from the original publications. Fig. 7 : Confusion matrix for one of the object categorization trials using the proposed Hypercube Pyramid representation and late fusion scheme on the Washington RGB-D object dataset (Lai et al, 2011 ). This figure is best viewed with magnification.
The results depict the superiority of our proposed method which constitutes state-of-the-art for several subtasks for WRGB-D. For object category recognition, our method outperforms other methods by a significant   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 (Lai et al, 2011) . The accuracy is reported is an average over 10 trials. The methods with label indicates the experiments were conducted using the same training/ testing splits. margin. Other methods which extract features from additional derivative channels such as gradient channels (Zaki et al, 2015) , surface normals (Bo et al, 2012) and point cloud surfels (Asif et al, 2015b) do not perform as good as our three-channel feature extraction. Additionally, our choice of features substantially reduces the processing time needed to extract them from depth and point cloud channels.
Our method also outperforms other methods for channel-specific category recognition. The accuracy of our RGB-only recognition improves state-of-the-art by 4.5%, which can be attributed to our proposed HP-CNN representation. The significant performance improvement for depth-only recognition is an interesting result. It shows that the features extracted from a pretrained CNN on RGB-only images were powerful enough to achieve high accuracy even when the underlying data was coming from a different modality. Hence, using appropriate encoding and rendering techniques, such as our proposed depth and point cloud encoding (Sec. 3.2), seamless transfer of knowledge between modalities is possible.
Our technique also outperforms other methods for instance recognition by a large margin, except for depthonly recognition in which LDELM (Zaki et al, 2015) descriptor wins with a reported accuracy of 55.2%. While this can be attributed to the heavily tuned deep networks from different derivative depth channels, the accuracy of LDELM is largely inferior for RGB and RGB-D recognition compared to our proposed algorithm. We observe that for instance recognition, colour information provides better discrimination across intra-class instances while they generally share very similar shapes (e.g. balls are spherical, soda cans are cylindrical). Nonetheless, this problem can be effectively mitigated by considering colour and depth features in unison. Figure 7 visualizes the confusion matrix for one of the category recognition trials on the WRGB-D dataset. The strongest off-diagonal element shows the misclassification of mushroom which is labelled as garlic. As depicted in Fig. 8a , this is due to both instances having similar appearance and shape which makes the recognition task difficult even for human experts. In addition, the category mushroom has a very low number of examples in the dataset, highlighting class imbalance problem which makes it hard for the classifier to construct a good model for inference. We conjecture that the performance can be further improved by performing data augmentation techniques such as jittering (Chatfield et al, 2014; Razavian et al, 2014) to increase the number of training samples and the accuracy is taken as an average prediction from all augmented images.
Results on 2D3D Object Dataset
For this dataset, we benchmark our HP-CNN against several state-of-the-art methods; combination of handcrafted features (2D+3D), HMP, Reconstruction Independent Component Analysis (RICA) (Le et al, 2011) , R 2 ICA, subset-RNN (Bai et al, 2015) and LDELM (Zaki et al, 2015) . The depiction of comparison to other existing methods are reported in Table 5 . The proposed HP-CNN outperforms all state-of-the-art methods for all subtasks with a considerable margin. The closest competitors, LDELM and subset-RNN, which are based on expensive channel-wise learning and subset genera- tion procedure, lag 3.3% and 4.5 % in performance from our proposed HP-CNN. We credit this result mainly to the effectiveness of the depth and point cloud encoding which is also reflected in the higher accuracy achieved by the depth-only recognition compared to the RGBonly recognition.
Although the depth images captured using low-cost kinect-like sensors in this dataset are extremely noisy, with a lot of missing points and holes for reflective objects (e.g. silverware), the HP-CNN features extracted using the M3DOP model, which is learned from rendered 3D CAD models, successfully recognizes the object categories. Thus, we can adapt this technique of learning a powerful deep network from clean 3D CAD data for the purpose of designing robust real-time visual recognition capabilities which are essential for a robot's online learning and recognition. A sample off-diagonal entry of confusion matrix ( Fig. 9 (a) ) is depicted in Fig. 8b for qualitative analysis of a misclassification case for this dataset. 
Results on SUN RGB-D Scene Dataset
As this dataset was just recently introduced, we compare the proposed HP-CNN against the methods introduced by dataset creators including the scene-specific hand-crafted Gist descriptors (Torralba et al, 2003) and Places (Zhou et al, 2014) which uses the features extracted from a CNN learned from a large-scale scene dataset. We also include the method of Semantic Regularized Scene Classifier (SS-CNN) (Liao et al, 2016) which is based on a CNN fine-tuned using scene datasets.
As shown in Table 6 , our HP-CNN outperforms other methods with a considerable margin, although the model does not implicitly use scene-specific data for learning, except a small portion in learning the M3DOP model for RGB images. Fig. 9 (b) shows the confusion matrix for this dataset using the fine-tuned HP-CNN. Our method still produces strong diagonal entries despite the challenging nature of the dataset, where some scene images are not entirely representative of their original scene classe and appear extremely similar to some other class, as depicted in Fig 8 (c) .
Results on NYU v1 Indoor Scene Dataset
For NYU v1 Dataset, we compare our HP-CNN with recent approaches including Bag-of-Word using SIFT   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64 and NYU v1 (Silberman and Fergus, 2011) . Superior recognition accuracy is recorded as indicated by the strong diagonal entries. descriptors(BoW-SIFT) (Silberman and Fergus, 2011) , Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) (Lazebnik et al, 2006) , Sparse-coding based SPM (ScSPM) (Yang et al, 2009 ), RICA (Le et al, 2011) and R 2 ICA (Jhuo et al, 2014) . Our HP-CNN significantly outperforms all methods for all tasks as illustrated in Table 7 . The proposed HP-CNN outperforms the deep learning based descriptor R 2 ICA -which currently records the highest accuracy for this dataset to the best of our knowledge -by a significant margin, i.e. an accuracy improvement of up to 3.2%. Similar case holds for the channel-specific recognition tasks, especially for depth-only recognition although R 2 ICA explicitly learns the deep model from depth patches. In contrast, our method transfers the knowledge of a model explicitly learned from the RGB domain to the domain of depth images, albeit including the fine-tuning process in M3DOP for improved accuracy. The confusion matrix for the dataset using the fine-tuned HP-CNN is shown in Fig. 9 (c) and Fig 8  (d) depicts a sample misclassification. Table 8 : Average computation time (in seconds) of several modules of our proposed framework for instance recognition task in WRGB-D (Lai et al, 2011) . Note that only the time taken to resample one pyramid level is reported as this extraction step is highly parallel. 
Computational Cost
Our technique can be employed in real-time applications as it does not involve complex feature computation or computationally expensive testing phase. Our technique outperforms the current RGB-D object and scene categorization methods on the WRGB-D (Lai et al, 2011 ), 2D3D (Browatzki et al, 2011 , SUN RGB-D and NYU v1 (Silberman and Fergus, 2011 ) datasets by learning a view-invariant model using an independent training dataset without supervision from the target datasets. Therefore, in comparison to existing methods, the proposed HP-CNN-T is more general and can be used in online object and scene recognition systems. More precisely, the cost of adding a new object or scene class using our approach in an online system equals to the cost to train an ELM classifier.
As shown in Table 8 , our method takes only 0.2211 seconds to classify one testing image or approximately 13 frames per second on a 3.4 GHz machine with 16 GB RAM. Convolutional feature map resampling consumes the majority of computation burden as each map needs to be resampled into the same dimension. This   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 can be improved by employing tensor based resizing methods such as the technique based on 3D Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) (Uzair et al, 2015) . Overall computational complexity can be further reduced by running the algorithm on a multi-threading machine and GPU. Moreover, as the algorithm was implemented in Matlab, we conjecture that using more efficient platforms such as C++ and OpenCV could further speed up the execution of each module in the pipeline.
Conclusions
We proposed a viewpoint invariant method for multimodal object and scene recognition based on deep learning framework. We presented a powerful feature representation coined Hypercube Pyramid (HP-CNN) that encodes multi-scale features from all convolutional layers of a CNN. We also proposed a feature fusion technique to incorporate our HP-CNN and the activations of the fully connected layer leading to a compact representation and efficient prediction performance. Addressing the issue of limited training data in the RGB-D domain, we proposed a deep CNN model that represents RGB-D objects rendered from multiple viewpoints in a view-invariant high-level feature space. The end-to-end training of this model was performed using a large corpus of synthetically generated RGB-D training data from a repository of 3D models and the HP-CNN representation was extracted using this model. Experiments on benchmark RGB-D object recognition datasets demonstrate that the proposed method consistently outperforms state-of-the-art with a significant margin. We also evaluated the method on cross-application recognition where we conducted experiments on scene categorization. Although the CNN model was trained only on object poses, the proposed method outperformed several state-of-the-art methods that were specifically tuned for scene categorization . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60  61  62  63  64  65 
